2021 MANAGING DIRECTOR’S ADDRESS
Mr Tony Narvaez, Managing Director
As the Chair noted, external factors including the COVID-19 pandemic, extreme weather
events, along with developments in energy regulation and policy continue to shape our
operating environment. These have presented significant challenges and opportunities for our
company throughout the year.
It has been really pleasing to see the demonstrated commitment and resilience of our
employees in providing an essential service to the customers and community we serve. It has
also sharpened our focus on our role in the energy transition.
We were able to deliver solid results in amongst these extraordinary events.
We remained focussed on the health and safety of our people, customers and communities. We
swiftly adapted our programs to these external risks and maintained our firm commitment to
safety, our number one priority. This year we continued the declining trend in our Recordable
Injury Frequency Rate, which has now dropped by 23 per cent over the last three years. And, I
am very pleased to say we achieved our lowest ever result this year.
We have also made strong improvements in our customer satisfaction scores. We are listening
to our electricity and gas customers. Customers want us to reduce the frequency and impact of
planned outages, keep them informed and communicate with them in the right way.
Both cash flow from operations and net profit after tax improved on the prior year. We
strengthened our financial settings through prudent and proactive capital management,
enhancing our ability to pursue growth opportunities.
Returns to shareholders were at the top of the guidance range, with a final dividend of 9.5 cents
per share (franked to 40% for the year).
The transition to renewables continues to gather pace. Customers and the community expect
us to assist with this energy transition, by enabling their choices, while keeping the power
flowing and strengthening our networks. The message from our employees and customers is
clear - we have to continue to simplify our systems, processes, tools and the way we innovate
as a business. This will help create a nimble organisation that thrives in the rapidly evolving
energy landscape, whilst maintaining our resilient foundations. Our key strategic priorities are
captured in our refreshed strategy.
Growth remains a major focus for us as we look to facilitate the energy transition to renewables.
During the year, we progressed Stage 1 of the Western Victoria transmission project and we
have recently announced the single transmission corridor. Further, as part of the Victorian
Renewable Energy Zones Development plan we are also exploring the uprating of the line from
Ballarat to Bulgana from 220kv to 500kv.
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While no one disputes the critical need for this project, we absolutely understand that it may
create uncertainty for some people within the regional communities that the proposed network
will traverse. Our role includes listening to these concerns and providing further clarity as the
Environment Effect Statement progresses. We will continue to engage with landowners and
local communities.
We are extremely supportive of the Victorian government initiatives in the Renewable Energy
Zones Development Plan and look forward to many of these being delivered in coming years.
The 2020-2021 state budget included $540m to support the development of renewable energy
in Victoria, along with the establishment of a new body to be known as VicGrid. We support
these developments and are engaging with Victorian Government to understand how VicGrid
will have a clear role and responsibilities that fit seamlessly within the energy sector.
All of these developments and continued expansion of our growth pipeline are positive for
AusNet’s longer-term growth aspirations and have enabled us to upgrade our contracted
infrastructure asset base target from $1.5bn by FY24 to $2.5bn by FY26.
We continue to expand and evolve our disclosures on Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) risks and opportunities to support our long-term growth and performance. We are very
pleased with the progress we've made in this area and look forward to developing our approach
further.
As a business, we responded quickly and proactively to the many challenges during the year.
We introduced a range of wellbeing and mental health support programs for our employees
and we released a Network Relief Package for our residential and small business customers.
We launched additional Employee Network Groups, driving an inclusive and diverse culture
and continued with our Graduate Program which included an intake of over 60% of female
candidates.
Operationally, our core networks continue to deliver.
In Transmission, we saw strong growth in connections of renewables with over 700MW
reaching practical completion during the financial year.
We continue to strengthen the network through our terminal station rebuilds and we
completed the replacement of the seven 500KV transmission towers near Cressy, which were
damaged by a significant wind event in January last year.
In gas, we experienced an uptick in the number of new connections for the year. We are also
exploring our options for a potential to transition to Hydrogen. As a founding member of the
Australian Hydrogen Centre we are working on a feasibility project which will assess our ability
to produce and distribute blended hydrogen in a regional Victorian town.
As I mentioned earlier, extreme weather events had a big impact in full year 2021 with the
network experiencing a severe storm which impacted around 20% of customers in August
2020.
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More recently in early June, we experienced an unprecedented weather event, the largest storm
in terms of customer impact ever on our electricity distribution network. At the peak, over
230,000 customers were impacted, almost a third of our customers. We appreciate the added
hardship these outages place on our customers and the community. Our response included
setting up dedicated support lines, volunteers, community hubs, waiving connection fees,
along with providing a number of customer support initiatives and a claims process for
immediate financial assistance to those most impacted. Our estimated restoration costs are
expected to be in the range of $26m to $31m, comprising approximately $7m-$8m operating
costs and $19m-$23m of capital expenditure. Given the impact of this large storm and as per
natural disaster pass through regulatory mechanisms, we expect to be able to recover prudent
and reasonable costs, subject to AER approval. Individual price impacts to customers are not
expected to be material.
I want to thank our employees, countless volunteers and partners, including those who
generously made the trek across from NSW, that were all involved in this emergency response,
getting our customers back on as quickly and safely as possible.
We are pleased with the final EDPR outcome which delivers for both shareholders and
customers. We see this decision as a broad endorsement of agreements reached with the
independent Customer Forum, established as a trial of the ‘New Reg’ engagement process
developed by the AER, Energy Networks Australia and Energy Consumers Australia.
The ‘New Reg’ engagement approach has delivered for our customers, with expenditure to
improve customer experience, maintain the safety and reliability of the network and support
the customer-led investment in solar and batteries. It’s great to see the AER acknowledge the
importance of the energy transition by incentivising networks to become platforms for energy
services.
Extensive joint industry engagement has just commenced on the Gas Access Arrangement
review. We are undertaking this engagement jointly with AGIG who own the other 2 gas
distribution businesses in Victoria. A number of Government policy and regulatory processes
are currently underway, and we will seek to both inform and influence these processes as we
engage with our customers and develop our proposal over the coming year.
We intend to continue to reward our shareholders by maintaining a strong dividend,
underpinned by growth in the asset base driven by a disciplined approach to capital allocation.
We remain focused on driving improvement across our key strategic priorities of customer
passion, energised people, operational excellence and accelerating growth. This will position
us well for future opportunities, deliver long-term shareholder value, and ultimately, play our
role in contributing to a sustainable energy future.
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